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Overview
The Multiverse Effect Creator Users Guide provides detailed documentation on how to use
the Effect Creator Application. For simple step-by-step instructions to get up and running,
please see the Multiverse Effect Creator Quick Start guide.

Bold and Italics Text
Throughout this User Guide, bold text is used to draw your attention to an important element
and italic text is used to indicate a word or phrase that is covered in the Glossary section.
Some words are both bold and italic. Bold and italics will only be used the first time the word
appears in a paragraph or section since they are often repeated.

How Do Multiverse Audio Effects Work?
Multiverse uses audio effect files (file extension is .efx) that are created by the Effect Creator
software application and then imported into the Designer application.

Developer Keys, Device Keys and EFX Product Keys
In order to fully use your Multiverse Developer Edition pedal, you will need several types of
keys.

● Device Key & Developer Key - these keys are provided to you by Aviate Audio when you
register your device.

○ Retrieve your hardware unique ID by connecting your pedal to the Designer
software via USB and selecting the ‘About’ button in the Designer tool.
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○ Register your hardware UID by creating a user account at
aviateaudio.com/account and filling out the Multiverse Registration form.

○ The developer key is what allows you to develop and test your own EFX on the
Multiverse Developer Edition hardware.

● Product EFX keys - these are for effects you download from the Aviate Audio web store.
Each effect will have a unique key for your hardware.

Multiverse uses keys to ensure that effects (both free and premium) are properly authenticated
before running on the hardware. This allows the user to know the audio effect has been
validated by Aviate Audio and passed its QA testing process before publication to users.

Adding Keys via Effect Creator
The Effect Creator application only requires Developer Keys. You can add an manage
Developer keys for different hardware units using the Developer Key Table by clicking the

button.
Note: please use the Multiverse Designer to manage Device and EFX Product Keys.

Adding Keys via Multiverse Designer
This Users Guide is for the Effect Creator software, but any type of key (including Developer
keys) can be managed from the Designer application.

Click the button in the lower-left corner of the Designer application: Clicking the KEYS
button brings up a window to select from:

● Importing keys (of any type)
● Viewing the Device Key Table
● Viewing the EFX Keys Table

Your Device Key file is provided to you when you first register your Multiverse Pedal at
www.aviateaudio.com. Add your key to your copy of the Multiverse Designer by clicking the
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button in the lower-left corner of the application, then click the button
on the left of the window. This will open a file browser to select your key files.

Your EFX Keys are provided when you obtain new audio effects from the Multiverse Store. EFX

To import your EFX Keys, use the same method. Select the ‘Import Keys’ button and load any
Effects Key files you received from Aviate Audio.

Effect Creator Projects
The Effect Creator stores all files associated with an EFX in a project directory. When saving a
project for the first time, this project folder will be created based on the Developer / Company
name and the effect name.

The directory structure that is created for a project when first saved is summarized below.

‘bin’ directory - contains EFX package generated by the Effect Creator application.
‘gfx’ directory - contains any graphic image files needed by the EFX.
‘inc’ directory - contains any public header files required by the EFX.
‘src’ directory - contains private header files and source C++ files required by the EFX.
<project_name>.prj - this file contains all the configuration information for the EFX project.

An example of the directory structure is shown below for the Blackaddr Audio Tremolo EFX.

Application Overview
The application GUI consists of four primary sections. Each of these is covered in detail in this
guide.
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1. Button Toolbar - these buttons are used to load/save EFX projects, build packages and
control the viewport.

2. EFX Editor - this section is where you enter general design information for your effect.
3. Control Editor- this section is where all the user-controllable effect parameters are

defined. Each control is an entry in the scrollable window.
4. Multi-function Viewport - the right half of the app is a viewer window. Different views are

controlled by the button bar, and will display different information such as a graphic view
of the pedal, the list of source files, message/log window, etc.

Section 1 - Button Toolbar

The row of buttons at the top of the application provide quick access to various features of the
Effect Creator application.

LOAD Button
The LOAD button is used to load a previously saved project. Clicking this button will open a file
browser window to navigate to and select the .prj file.
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SAVE Button
The SAVE button is used to save the current project. If the project has not been previously
saved, clicking this button will open a file browser window to navigate to your desired location. A
project directory folder will be created based on the developer name and effect name.

SAVE AS Button
SAVE AS will save the current project to a new location. Clicking this button will open a file
browser window to navigate to the desired location. A project directory folder will be created
based on the developer name and effect name.

RESET Button
RESET clears all the current project settings and resets them to the default. Note: this will not
delete any previously saved projects or alter their settings.

ADD Button
Clicking this button will ADD a new Effect Control Entry to the Control Editor.

GEN Button
This button will generate the necessary public header and private boilerplate code files for your
project, based on the information in the EFX Editor and the Control Editor.

BUILD Button
Builds the EFX package file <DeveloperName_EffectName>.efx. This one-click process carries
out the following steps:

1. Compiles the source code files in the project. Source files are added by the developer in
the List View Mode of the Multi-function Viewer.

2. Performs a linker test by attempting to build an internal test application. This helps catch
any undefined variables or functions.

3. Creates the EFX package, containing all the necessary compiled code, effect/control
information, and graphic files.

Upon successful build, your EFX package will be located in the ‘bin’ sub-directory of the project.
To publish an effect, provide this file to Aviate Audio.
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INSTALL Button
Provides a short-cut to install your build EFX package directly into your Multiverse Designer
application. When performed this way, you do not need to IMPORT the EFX file from inside
Designer every time you make a change and rebuild.
Note: you do need to click the RELOAD button in the Designer application after clicking the
INSTALL button in the Effect Creator to have the update take effect.

Build Type Menu
Select which type of build to create.

● Dev Build - a developer build is a special build used for testing. It is keyed using your
Developer Key. It will only run on a Developer Edition pedal, and specifically only on the
unit that is associated with that Developer Key. NOTE: if you have multiple Developer
Edition units, you can select which one you are building for from the Developer Key
Table.

● Release Build - the standard build type allowing an EFX to be run on any Multiverse
pedal. This build type is required for publication on the Aviate Audio Web Store. This
EFX only becomes functional when the end-user also has a valid EFX Product Key for it
loaded in their Multiverse Designer application.

● Debug Build - Similar to a Dev Build, except this version enables the EFX_PRINT()
macro, which allows the developer to print information to the serial console. See the
Multiverse Developers Guide for more details on Debug features in this build type.

GFX View Button
Switches the Multi-function Viewport to the graphics view. This mode requires that a pedal base
image be provided in the EFX Editor. When this mode is active, the base pedal image is shown
in the viewer. All effect controls with valid, non-zero positions defined in the Control Editor will be
rendered on top of the pedal image according to the provided position and scaling factor.

This view is used to layout and design your EFX graphical appearance in a WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get) fashion.

ARRAY View Button
Switches the Multi-function Viewport to a simple array view of the EFX controls. Controls are
arranged in rows and all defined controls are visible, regardless of whether they have custom
graphic files or valid X/Y positions defined.
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LIST View Button
Switches the Multi-function Viewport to the source files list view. This view allows you to review,
add and remove public headers files and private source/header files needed for your effect.

LOG View Button
This mode for the Multi-function Viewport shows compilation and package build messages. If
compilation errors occur, details will be provided here.

KEYS Button
Loads the Developer Key Table. The table contains a list of UID / Developer Key pairs that can

be used for creating Developer Builds. The table supports adding and removing keys
as desired.

ABOUT Button
Displays information about the Effect Creator application and Multiverse Core versions. The
Core is the base software library used by the Multiverse pedal and EFXs.

Show Tips Checkbox
When the check box is ticked, hovering the mouse over most buttons and controls will pop-up a
tooltip information box explaining the feature. Moving the mouse again will hide the tooltip text
box.

Core Version Information
The Multiverse Designer and Effect Creator applications contain a software core that provides
the framework for EFX packages to run on a Multiverse hardware pedal. The core is versioned
using semantic versioning rules (see www.semver.org). An EFX compiled for a certain core
version will generally work on newer versions according to SemVer rules for backwards
compatibility.

Section 2 - EFX Editor
The EFX Editor is where you will enter most of the high-level information about your effect. This
information is used by Effect Creator when auto-generating the necessary boilerplate code
needed by all effects to work with the Multiverse framework.
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Project directory - the path to the directory for the currently loaded project.

Effect Name - This is the name of your effect. Spaces, and some symbols are allowed in effect
names.

Company/Developer - the name of the developer or company.

Short Name: a shortened (abbreviated) version of the Effect Name. This name is used on the
hardware display. Pro Tip: keep to around 6 characters max, avoid spaces and use capital
letters to make it easier to read. E.g. ‘AnaDly’ for ‘Analog Delay’.

Category: choose a category for your effect. This will help Multiverse users when sorting their
Effect Library by effect type in the Designer software.

Description: a brief description of your effect. This text appears in the Effect Library’s
information window for your effect.

Version - the version of your effect. We recommend using x.y or x.y.z numeric versioning.

namespace (read-only) - this field is auto-generated by the application. It is a concatenation of
your Company/Developer name and your Effect Name, with any non-alphanumeric characters
removed in order to create a valid C++ namespace. All EFX must be in their own namespace to
avoid variable/function naming conflicts with other EFX.

cppClass - this is the C++ class name you have chosen for your effect. We recommend this be
set to the same as the effect name portion of the software-created namespace. E.g. If the
namespace is ‘BlackaddrAudio_AnalogDelay’, set your cppClass to ‘AnalogDelay’.

constructorParams - (optional) this field can be left empty if your C++ effect class constructor
will take no parameters. I.e. uses the default constructor. This field can be useful if you wish to
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create different versions of your EFX that are controlled by different constructor values. For
example, you may have a multiband equalizer effect that takes in the number of bands as a
constructor parameter. For a 7-band EQ, you could set constructorParams to 7. Then, for a
15-band eq, you create another EFX project that sets this to 15.

Num inputs - this is the number of input audio channels to your effect.

Num outputs - this is the number of output audio channels from your effect.

Logo - (optional) if you have a custom logo you would like to associate with your brand, click the
browse button and select an appropriate .png image file. Note: since the logo is for the brand, all
your EFX should use the same logo. If you do not set a custom logo, a default ‘Multiverse
Community’ logo will be used. Click the ‘eye’ button to view the currently selected logo. See the
section ‘Using Graphic Files’ in this guide for more details.

Icon - (optional) if you have a custom pedalboard icon graphic you would like to use for the
EFX, click the browse button and select the appropriate .png file. This image will be used to
represent your effect in the Designer Effect Library and on the Virtual Pedalboard. If you do not
set a custom icon, a default pedal icon will be used. Click the ‘eye’ button to view the currently
selected icon. See the section ‘Using Graphic Files’ in this guide for more details.

Base - (optional) this is the base image used for your pedal’s GUI. if you have a custom pedal
graphics image you would like to use, click the browse button and select an appropriate .png
file. The image should not have buttons or knobs on it as these are rendered separately. If you
do not set a base pedal image, your EFX GUI will be rows of controls (array mode) rather than
use pedal artwork. See the section ‘Using Graphic Files’ in this guide for more details.

Section 3 - Control Editor

The Control Editor is where you will define the user controls for your effect. Every effect must
have at least two mandatory controls: Bypass, and Volume. These are always created for you
in the Control Editor and some attributes of them cannot be changed, such as their name as
they are necessary for operating within the Multiverse framework.

Otherwise new controls are added by clicking the ADD button at the top. This will create and
add a new Effect Control Block to the Control Editor. An example of a new block with its
defaults is shown below.
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You can delete an entry by clicking its delete button. You can also rearrange the order of

the controls using the shift-up or shift-down buttons.

After adding a new Effect Control Block, you can edit the various attributes to define the
control’s operation. This information is used to auto-generate all the necessary boilerplate code
for your effect. Note: some options/fields only appear for certain types of controls. See the
‘Type’ section below for more details.

‘Name’ - This is the name of the control. It can contain numbers, spaces and some (but not all)
special characters.

‘shortName’ - this is a shortened version of the control name. This version of the name is used
on the Multiverse hardware pedal display.

‘Description’ - This is a brief description of what the control does.

‘Type’ - this pull-down menu selects between the different types of controls.
● Pot/Expression - used for effects controlled by regular knobs, or for expression pedal

inputs.
● Selection Encoder - used for choosing between a finite number of options. E.g. selecting

1 of 3 filters. Selecting this type also adds a special field called Enums.
● Switch, Latching - an on/off switch. The control is treated as latching, so a single

press-and-release cycle will toggle the state of the control.
● Switch, momentary - an on/off switch. The control is non-latching, so pressing will enable

the control, releasing will disable the control.

‘min’ - set the value that will be the minimum value of the control. E.g. 0 for a knob that goes
from 0 to 10.

‘max’ - sets the value that will be the maximum value of the control. E.g. 10 for a knob that goes
from 0 to 10.

‘def’ - sets the default value for the control. This value must be between the min and max
values.
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‘step’ - sets the step value for the control. When adjusting the control (i.e. turning a knob), it will
increment or decrement by this amount.

SVL checkbox - this check box controls the Suppress Value Label feature. Normally, a control
will have a text field below it showing the current value of the control. When using a base pedal
image for graphics, you may not want to see this displayed over the artwork. In this case putting
a tick in this checkbox will hide the value label.

‘icon/iconOn/iconOff’ - (optional) this field contains the path to the graphic file associated with
the control. Click the folder icon to open a file browser window to select the PNG file you wish to
use. Pot/Expression and Selection encoder take a single file that is a vertical filmstrip of all the
positions. Please see the section ‘Using Graphic Files’ later in this guide for details.

‘H’ - (optional) this field contains the height in pixels for the graphic image you are using. For
switch graphics, the on and the off are separate files, so this is the height of the individual files
(which must be the same size image). However, for Selection Encoders, or Pots/Expression
types, the graphic file is a filmstrip of all the different control positions. In this case, this
parameter should be set to the height of one frame of the filmstrip. Please see the section
‘Using Graphic Files’ later in this guide for details.

‘Enums’ - (optional) this field is only used with the Selection Encoder type. If you wish to use
text labels instead of numbers to represent the selection choices, enter them in this box as a
comma separated list of strings with no spaces. The number of labels should equal the number
of positions supported by the min, max and step values.

Example: If you have a filter selector with three options you would have min=0, max=2, step=1
and enums=Low,Mid,High which corresponds to encoder positions 0, 1 and 2 respectively.

NOTE: The following fields apply only when a pedal base image is being used. When the
array mode is in use, these values are ignored.

‘X’ - sets the horizontal position for the control graphic on the pedal if an icon graphic file for the
control is provided. X=0 is the leftmost pixel on the pedal base image. This field supports editing
with the mouse scroll wheel. *** See below for details.

‘Y’ - sets the vertical position for the control graphic on the pedal if an icon graphic file for the
control is provided. Y=0 is the topmost pixel on the pedal base image. This field supports editing
with the mouse scroll wheel. *** See below for details.

‘scale’ - sets a multiplication factor for rendering the icon graphic to the desired size. This
allows you to enlarge or shrink the size of the control as it appears on the pedal base image as
needed. Values less than and greater than 1.0 are allowed. This field supports editing with the
mouse scroll wheel. *** See below for details.
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*** Pro Tip: Some text fields support mouse wheel support. For these, the scroll wheel can be
used to quickly increment or decrement the value in the box. When small adjustments are
desired, this can be faster than using the keyboard to edit the field directly.

An example of a completed block for the Filter control on the Blackaddr Audio Analog Delay is
shown below.

Section 4 - Multi-function Viewport

Viewport modes are selected by clicking the appropriate button.

GFX Mode
The Graphics Viewing mode presents a virtual hardware representation of your audio effect. In
order to use this mode, you must provide a base image .png file (graphical pedal artwork).

The base image is rendered first, then
your effect controls are rendered on top of
it. For a control to be shown, it must have
a valid .png file assigned in the Control
Editor, and it must have valid X/Y positions
(positions must be >= 0). Any positions
less than zero (e.g. -1) will hide the control
in this view.

The user-controls are fully interactive so
you can turn your knobs, press your
buttons, etc. This lets you make sure
everything is working as you intend.

See Section 3 - Control Editor, and
Graphic Files Guide for further details on
how to use graphic files for your controls.
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Taking Graphics Screenshots

The screenshot button in the GFX mode will take a screenshot of your pedal and save it
as a .png file. This provides an easy way to create a product picture for your EFX if you wish to
publish it on the Multiverse Web Store, or just to post a picture of your work on your social
media. The image will contain the pedal and its controls, with a transparent background making
it easy for web publishing. Don’t forget to set all your knobs and buttons to the position you want
before you take the photo!

ARRAY Mode
This mode displays all defined controls as simple rows. This provides the same view as the ALL
mode in the Multiverse Designer Effect Control Window. An example of the ARRAY mode
view is shown below.

Pro Tip: Not all user controls must appear on your base image graphic view. Often you may
have additional controls that are advanced, or not commonly used, or would otherwise clutter up
your pedal artwork. If this is the case, you may not want them to appear on GFX view, but do
want them accessible to the user.
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For controls you only wish to appear on the ARRAY view, you simply do not give them valid X/Y
positions (set them to -1), and they will not appear in the GFX view. You can still use custom
icon graphic files for this mode, or you can use the default control graphics provided.

LIST View
The LIST view is where you manage the C++ source files for your project. Your EFX consists of
two types of source files. Public and private. Public files are header files that are needed by the
Multiverse framework to use your effect and are packed inside the final EFX. Often the only
public header file you need is the one auto-generated for you by Effect Creator.

C++ files (.cpp) should always be private. For more details on software development of
Multiverse EFX, see the Multiverse EFX Developer Guide.

Pro Tip: any header files you #include in your public header, must also be added to the
project’s list of public headers. However, you should consider whether these files really need to
be included in the main public header or could they be included in the private source files.

Files can be added or removed using the provided buttons. To quickly remove all

files in a given section, use the clean sweep button.
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Advanced Settings
Several advanced settings for project compilation are available for those who need them. This
includes:

● Enabling JUCE style modules (checkbox)
● Enforcing singleton effects (checkbox)
● C++ Preprocessor defines (text box)

The Advanced Settings Window is accessed via the Settings button in the bottom right of
the LIST view. Clicking this button will display the window.

Show Modules - if this box is checked, it will add a new group of files to the LIST view called
JUCE Modules. For this type, libraries that are compatible with JUCE modules can be used by
browsing to and selecting the parent directory of the JUCE module where its top-level header
can be found.

NOTE: Effect Creator does not support JUCE plugins directly, only the JUCE module (library)
format.

Force Singleton - if this box is checked, it will ensure only one instance of the effect is used on
any given pedalboard preset in the Designer application. This box should be ticked for effects
that do not support multi-instancing due to resource constraints, etc. In general, EFX designers
are encouraged to avoid using this and create multi-instance compatible effects.

Pre-processor Defines - this textbox can be used to provide a list of pre-processor defines. Do
not include the leading “-D” you see in makefiles. Defines can be simple declarations or
assigned values with “=”. Use either spaces or commas as separators, but not both. Do not use
spaces for any purpose other than a list separator.

Be sure to your changes before closing the window.

An example of this window, including some defines is shown below.
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LOG View
When building and packaging your EFX, helpful messages will be displayed in the log. This is a
simple scrollable text window. You can manually clear the log window by pressing the clean

sweep button. An example of the LOG window after a successful build is shown below.

Using Graphic Files
This section outlines requirements and recommendations for successfully creating a rich
graphical environment for your audio effects. Using graphics significantly improves the look and
feel of your audio effect, provides users a ‘digital boutique’ experience and lets you express your
creativity visually as well as sonically.

You have several methods available to you to obtain graphic artwork for your audio effect:
● Download template artwork from online websites. Many provide common guitar pedal

images. You should check and comply with any licensing restrictions on any public
images you use or modify.

● Create the artwork yourself using graphics editing software. GIMP is an excellent,
completely free graphics editing program for Windows, Mac and Linux.

● Use online graphic generators to make your own semi-custom graphics. This is an
excellent way to make logos and knobs.

If you’re not sure where to find these resources online, try asking on the Aviate Audio Discord
server.

Developer / Company Logo
This graphic file must be a .png file. Recommended size is at least 256x256 pixels, max
recommended size is 512x512. The aspect ratio of width to height should not exceed 2.
Unnecessarily large graphic files of very high resolution will result in more memory usage and
potentially slower UI as the software scales the image down.
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If you do not provide a custom logo, the default Multiverse Community logo will be used
instead.

If you have a custom logo, you should use the same image file for all your EFX so Multiverse
users can begin to recognize your brand.

Pedal Base Image
The base image provides the graphics for the static (non-moving) parts of the effect GUI in GFX
mode. It should not contain any of the dynamic (moving) parts of the user interface. In other
words, the clicking buttons and knobs are not visible. One way to think of this image is that it’s a
picture of your painted enclosure before you drill it and install the switches and buttons.

This image should be a .png file with a minimum resolution of 512x512, and an ideal size
around 1024x1024. Once the resolution is greater than 2048 pixels, it will be scaled down
anyway by the application, and can result in a less responsive GUI.

As an example, the base image for the Blackaddr Audio Tremolo is shown below (left)
and what it looks like when the software dynamically renders the controls onto it (right).
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Pedal Icon
Note: the pedal icon is optional. If you do not provide one, a default one will be used.

The fully interactive, large graphic view of your pedal is used in the Multiverse Designer
application Effect Control Window by the user to control the audio settings in the effect in real
time. However, your EFX also needs an icon for appearing in the Multiverse Designer Effect
Library. This is a click-and-drag icon that will be placed and arranged on the virtual pedalboard
alongside other effects.

The large graphic view of your effect will likely not scale well down to small thumbnail sizes as
the effect artwork may have too much detail to be shown at reduced resolutions.

So, if you are providing a base image for your pedal, you should also provide a thumbnail
version. We recommend this version be a ‘cartoon / miniaturized’ version of the full pedal. It
should convey the color theme, maybe one or two knobs that are similar to the larger view, but
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designed to still look good when shrunk down, and still be a reasonable representation of the
pedal as a whole.

As an illustrative example, below is the Blackaddr Audio Tremolo base image graphic (left)
scaled down in size, shown next to its pedal icon (right). The detail that looks great when viewed
in the full size interactive GUI is lost as it shrinks down. The smaller pedal icon design on the
right captures the look and feel of the larger one, but can be scaled to much smaller size while
still looking high quality. This ensures your artwork looks as good on the virtual pedalboard as it
does in the full size user interface.

Notice how the number of knobs has been reduced from three to two to make them larger, the
filter selector is removed and the central logo is different. The ‘TREMOLO’ text is moved and
enlarged. Despite these significant changes, it's still very recognizable in its miniaturized
version.

Switch / Button Graphics
Graphic files for switches are provided as .png. A switch or button has only two states, on and
off. Therefore, there must be exactly two image files, and they must be exactly the same size.
They must also be perfectly aligned to each other. This means when switching between the two
images, the button doesn’t appear to move or shift in any undesirable way.

An example of two graphic files for a switch with LED is shown below. The left image is when
the stomp button is up and LED is off, the right image is stomp pressed and LED on.
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Note: when you use a custom switch file, you must supply the height of the image in pixels in
the H: field of the Effect Control Block.

Pot / Expression Graphics
Controls such as potentiometer knobs can be in an infinite number of positions in the real world,
however in software they must be limited to a finite number of positions. A typical number of
positions giving a good visual experience is about 128 positions.

Each one of these positions must be a unique image of the control in that position. In other
words, a single knob needs 128 different images to represent its full range of appearances.
Since it would be very cumbersome to create and manage 128 separate graphic files, instead it
is common in audio plugin design to use a technique called filmstrips. This is one large graphic
file containing all of the different views, one after another. These are typically arranged vertically
and hence look very much like an ‘old school’ filmstrip. Each individual image in the filmstrip is
called a frame and each frame is exactly the same size.

You might be wondering, can’t we just make one knob image and rotate it to get the effect of the
knob turning? This doesn’t work well for two reasons. First, realistic knobs are created with
lighting effects and shadows. If you rotate the image, the lighting/shadows will also rotate
providing an unauthentic experience. Second, with this approach you would be limited only to
rotational controls. By using filmstrips, we have unlimited creative opportunities.

This is best illustrated with a few examples shown below. Filmstrips allow for more than just
knobs, we can create complex instruments such as faders and VU meters! Note: the examples
below are reduced to only 5 frames for the purposes of brevity. In practice, there would likely be
over one hundred frames for a given control. These graphics were all created with the
WebKnobMan tool.
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The WebKnobMan tool is an incredibly powerful (and free) tool for creating lush and impressive
control graphics. However, it has a steep learning curve, and so the website also provides a
very large gallery of pre-created knobs, switches and instruments. You can use them as-is, or
customize them with the web tool to give them your own flavor.

Selection Encoder Graphics
Creating graphics for selection encoders is almost identical to that for Pot / Expression graphics.
Please see that section above for full details.

What makes selection encoders different is we are not trying to simulate the infinite number of
possible positions a pot has. Selection encoders normally choose from a small, finite number of
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positions. Some examples can be as simple as a 3-way toggle switch, or a 5-position rotary
selector. We still need to provide one frame for each valid position. Since selection encoders
can use labels, instead of just numeric values, sometimes a selection encoder is useful even for
2-state toggles! E.g. a switch that toggles from Mono to Stereo, and can use labels (enums) in
the GUI is more meaningful than just 0 and 1.

The example filmstrip below shows a 3-position switch with three distinct frames for the down,
middle and up positions.

Glossary
.efx - the file extension of package audio effects for Multiverse.

.png - Effect Creator only supports Portable Network Graphic (PNG) type for image files.

.prj - the file extension for Effect Creator project files.

About Window - popup window accessed by clicking the ABOUT button located in the
upper-right of the Effect Creator application. Contains software build and version information.

Build - in order to use your collection of pedalboard patches on the hardware you must first build
them. This creates a custom program for the Multiverse Pedal.

Category - all EFX are assigned a category so they can be easily filtered in the Effect Library.

Control Editor- an area in the Effect Creator application that contains a scrollable list of Effect
Control Blocks.

Core - the base software used by the Multiverse pedals and all EFXs is called the ‘core’. A
version of this is built into the Multiverse Designer / Effect Creator software.

Designer Application - then primary software application used to build virtual pedalboards and
program them to the Multiverse pedal.
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Developer Build - one of the possible EFX build types. A developer build is meant for testing,
and will only run on the Multiverse Pedal it is keyed for.

Developer Key - every individual Developer Edition pedal has a Developer Key in addition to a
Device Key. The Developer Key is used with Effect Creator to compile EFX packages.

Developer Key Table - a list of all UID / Developer Key pairs installed in the application. You can
select which particular unit you are targeting for a Developer Build using this table.

Device Key - every individual Multiverse pedal has a unique Device Key. This key is used for
authentication and is required to build any pedalboards for the Multiverse.

Device Key Table - a table containing the device keys for all the Multiverse pedals you own.

Effect Control - knobs and switches on an effect are referred to as ‘effect controls’.

Effect Control Block - an entry in the Control Editor, containing the definition for a single user
control on an effect.

Effect Creator - an application used to compile and package an audio effect into an EFX file.

Effects Library - a sub-panel located on the right-side of the Designer application. This is where
the effects you have downloaded are located.

EFX - The name given to the effect packages you use with the Multiverse. File extension is .efx.

EFX Editor - this area of the Effect Creator application window contains details about the effect
such as Developer / Effect name, effect description, number of inputs/outputs, and more.

EFX Key - a.k.a. ‘Product’ key. Each EFX downloaded from the Aviate Audio Web Store will
require an EFX key to run on the Multiverse Pedal.
Filmstrip - in the context of graphic files, a filmstrip is a single graphic file containing individual
pictures of all possible positions (frames) for an effect control.

Enum - the Selection Encoder type is used for controls that have a specific, finite number of
valid options (positions). You can use labels (strings) for these values or numeric ones.

Frame - in the context of graphic files, a frame is one picture of an effect control in one particular
position. A graphics file will typically contain all possible positions (frames) as a filmstrip.
Import - before a downloaded .efx will appear in the Effect Library, it must first be imported by
clicking the IMPORT button and selecting the file.

Enums - a command separated list of strings used to assign names to the different positions on
a Selection Encoder.
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Hardware Unique Identifier - see UID.

List View Mode - a mode in the Multi-function Viewport. This view lists public header files and
private source/headers files in the EFX project.

Multi-function Viewport - the area on the right-hand side of the Effect Creator application. Can
be used to display views of the EFX pedal, project files and build messages.

Multiverse - a programmable effects pedal.

Multiverse Developers Guide - a document providing development and debug details for EFX
creators.

Pedalboard Designer - a.k.a just ‘Designer’. This is the primary application used for building
signal chains and programming them to the Multiverse.

Product Key - see EFX Key.

Program - in order to use your collection of pedalboard patches on the hardware, after building
you must upload (program) them to the Multiverse pedal via USB.

RAM0 - the CPU uses this RAM region for program code, stack and global variables. See also
‘RAM1’.

RAM 1 - the CPU uses this RAM region for DMA memory and program heap. See also ‘RAM0’.

Selection Encoder - a control type used to select between a finite number of options, as
opposed to a continuously variable control like a pot.

Suppress Value Label - when disabled, a small text box below a control shows its current value.
When enabled, this is not visible.

UID - Hardware Unique Identifier. A long string of letters and numbers used to uniquely identify
your Multiverse unit.

Virtual Pedalboard - the area in the Multiverse Designer application where you arrange and
connect your EFXs into patches/presets.

WebKnobMan - online (free) web tool for creating filmstrip graphic files for custom audio
interfaces including knobs, switches, meters, etc.

Web Store - the online marketplace to download Multiverse effects.
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